T he roots of this lecrure began years ago in the late 1960s, when I was an occupational therapy student. Occupational therapy was in the midst of what Kielhofner (J 997) has termed the mechanistic paradigm. My physical dysfunction theory courses had a heavy focus on exercise and the neurophysiologic approaches of the Bobaths (Semans, 1967) , Brunnsrrom (1970) , and especially Margaret Rood (as interpreted by Stockmeyer, 1967) . While on my affiliations, I was guided by some of my supervisors to use weight lifting to strengthen the wrist extensors of clients with spinal cord injury. During my psychiatric affiliation, I was encouraged to give clients with unconscious hostility opportunities to act out their emotions through metal hammering. All of these clients did these activities whether they wanted to or not.
But there was another side to my early experiences. I remember vividly working with a young man who had quadriplegia as a result of a spinal cord injury. He was fascinated with elecrronics, and he wanted to explore the possibilities of being able to build electronic devices. I went to the local electronics store and bought a do-it-yourself radio kit filled with resistors, capacitors, circuit boards, and tiny nuts and boltS. I also bought solder and a soldering iron. Together, we worked on developing strategies he could use to manage the tools and materials. He had no active movement in his fingers, but because he wore wrist-driven flexor hinge splints, he was able to hold on to many of the objects. When he had difficulty, we worked together to create alternative strategies.
He built the radio, not I. And in the end, he had a radio he could listen to; he had the satisfaction that comes from accomplishment; and he had learned that he could develop for himself compensatory strategies when confromed with chaJIenging circumstances. But that is not all he gained. As an indirect consequence of his parricipation in meaningful and purposeful acriviry, the muscles in his upper limbs became stronger, and his fine motor coordination improved. Although I regret that I do not remember this young man's name, I am grateful that he was included among the cliems I worked with who have taught me the value of occupation as a therapeutic agenr.
A few years later, I began working on a projecr with Lyla Spelbring. I remember Spelbring telling me about her philosophy of when occupational therapy practitioners should be involved with cliems during the cominuum of care that begins in the acute care phase and extends through discharge and imo the communiry. Spelbring proposed that occupational therapy practitioners have an initial role in the early pan of the acute care phase, addressing issues of self-care and the provision of assistive devices. Then, she said, we should let physical therapy take over to develop the cliems' physical capaciry. Only when the cliems are strong enough to engage in occupation should we reemer and work with them during the larrer parr of their rehabilitation stays and as they transition back imo the communlry.
Spelbring seemed to be saying that, throughour our involvemem, our focus should be on enhancing occupational performance and not the remediation of underlying impairmems. Her ideas felt radical, and with my own interest in neurophysiological techniques designed (Q remediate neuromotor impairmems, I was not at all ready ra hear the imem of her message. But still, I remember it, and now I realize she may have been righr. Soon thereafter, I wem (Q graduate school. My master's thesis had ra do with the effects of the inverred head position on alpha and gamma morar neuron activiry in the upper extremiry. Obviously, the mechanistic paradigm remained alive and well.
Catherine Trombly was my major advisor. Under her menrorship, I learned abour, and came ro value, the need for research that suppons (and fails ro supporr) the theories and inrervenrion methods we use in occuparional therapy.
I also observed in her someone who has always valued the use of purposeful acriviry as a therapeutic mechanism. Still later, after completing my docrorate, I began teaching wim Gary Kielhofner. We worked rogether on a number of projects. With some resistance, I learned about, and ultimately became immersed in, the Model of Human Occupation. At the time, I was editing a textbook on sensory inregration (Fisher, Murray, & Bundy, 1991) . Kielhofner drew a figure of how he visualized the inrerrelationship becween sensory imegration and the Model of Human Occupation (see Figure 1 stressed occupation and barely acknowledged the role of the brain in occupational behavior (KieJhofner, 1985) . The lower triangle was upright ro show that sensory imegration theory messed brain functioning, with minimal discussion of the occupational narure of humans (Ayres. 1972) . Abom this figure, Kielhofner said that if we can bridge the gap and fill in the void so as to construct a rectangle, we will have a richer view of occupational therapy.
I believed strongly in the value of occupation as a therapeutic agenr. I had not forgotten the man with the spinal cord injury who wanred ro build a radio. And I had not forgotten Spelbring's view that we should return physical resroration to the physical therapists. No doubt, she would also have us return remediation of psychiatric impairmems to the psychiatrists, the psychologists, and the social workers. Trombly helped me to recognize the importance of implementing research to validate occupational therapy theory and practice. But, even with all that, I still lacked a vocabulary ro explain to others what I did, how what I did was unique, and how my role could be clearly diffetemiated from that of the physical therapist, the nurse, the social worker, and so on. My work with Kielhofner on the Model of Human Occupation paved the way for me ro finally conceprualize the unique contribution of occupational therapy within the health care arena and to aniculate the importanr role of occupation as a therapeutic agem (Fisher, 1994 (Fisher, , 1995 (Fisher, , 1997d .
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Occupation: A Noun of Action I came to realize the incredible power of the term occupation. The term occupation is a noun of action. Occupation is defined as the action of seizing, taking possession of, or occupying space or time. It is also defined as the holding of an office or position, such as one's role. Finally, in the sense of action, occupation refers to the being engaged in something (The Oxford English Dictionary, 1989) .
As I have argued elsewhere, occupational therapy practitioners enable their clients to seize, take possession of, or occupy the spaces, time, and roles of their lives (Fisher, 1994) . When we speak of the action of seizing, taking possession of, or occupying space, we can think of the actions our clients must perform to occupy their homes, their schools, their workplaces, and the places where they engage in recreation or leisure. Similarly, when we speak of the action of seizing, taking possession of, or occupying timeand being engaged in something-we can think that as our clients engage in task performances, they engage in a course of action that unfolds over time. We can also think about our client's need to occupy time, not just in the sense of "being busy," but also in a sense that connotes the aerion of doing a mental, physical, or social task that is meaningful to the person. Lastly, when we speak of the action of seizing, taking possession of, or occupying roles, we can think about the performances our clients must enact in order to assume their life roles.
Occupation is a wonderful word. Think of it-a noun of aerion-it is about "doing!" It conveys the powerful essence of our profession-enabling people to perform the actions they need and want to perform so that they can engage in and "do" the familiar, ordinary, goal-directed activities of every day in a manner that brings meaning and personal satisfaction (American Occupational Therapy Association [AOTAJ, 1993 [AOTAJ, , 1995 Clark et al., 1991; Evans, 1987; Kielhofner, 1997; Rudman, Cook, & Polatajko, 1997) .
Occupation: Purposeful and Meaningful Activity I believe that we must view occupation as not just any activity, not even just any purposeful activity, but as aerivity that is both meaningful and purposeful to the person who engages in it. As I use the term here, meaning pertains to the personal significance of the activity to the client (see Figure 2 ). Meaningfulness is important as it provides a source of motivation for performance (Trombly, 1995a) .
As I use the term purpose, it pertains to the client's personal aim, reason for doing, or intended goal. Purposefulness is important as it helps organize the client's performance (Trombly, 1995a) . I believe that purpose can be derived from the meaning one makes of a situation (Nelson, 1988) , but I also believe that meaning can be derived from one's purpose for engaging in the activity (Fisher, 1994 pose, when considered in relation to occupation, are inextricably interrelated. Consider the following example. Ken is a minister. Each Sunday, he puts on slacks and dress shoes instead of his usual jeans and tennis shoes. Over that he dons his vestments and a cross. He does this for "appearance"-to be socially appropriate and to wear the "correer" attire. But he also wears them to make a statement about who he is and what he believes. For Ken, they are tied to tradition, and they are symbolic of his Christian faith. Ken's purpose and Ken's meanings are virtually inseparable.
But why does Ken wear the particular cross he does? Ken wears the cross he does because of the symbolism embedded within its design. The design is that of a desert rose. Imagine a rose blooming in the desert-a rose growing Out of nothing. For Ken, this is a symbol of the Resurrection-in the darkest part of our lives we can bloom; we can heal and grow. This is a belief tied to his Christian faith, but the significance of Ken's wearing of this cross is also very personal.
Ken was very ill. He had to give up his position as senior pastor and discontinue all physical activity. He went on disability. He had excruciating pain and was heavily medicated. He says, "I was like a zombie." He could not talk, and he could only eat through a straw. He became even more ill and had to be hospitalized. There was concern that Ken might not live. But then he was given a new medication. He went into remission. With guidance from others, he developed strategies to deal with his residual disability. Six months ago, Ken resumed his ministry. Last week he went skiing. He has plans to begin rollerblading once again this spring.
Ken wears the cross he does as a symbol of his own life transition:
I went from being a responsible professional, working 70 hours a week, to basically norhing. I Went from 7 days a week being busy to having no purpose or meaning in life. I went from rhar ro gerring it all back.
The point is: Purposefulness is important, but it is not enough. Occupation is both purposeful and meaningful. If we can identifY activities that have potential to be meaningful to the person, we can use them to increase motiva-tion and a sense of purpose. In this process, we cannot confuse our purposes or meanings with those of our clients.
Defining Occupation Within a Practice Context
As I have traveled internationally, I have continued to be confronted with an apparent paradox-occupational therapy practitioners who know, implicitly, that they possess unique and important expertise but who have difficulty, just as I have had, articulating their uniqueness. Moreover, they often use evaluation and intervention methods that are so similar to those of their colleagues in physical therapy, neuropsychology, social work, and nursing that any distinctions between occupational therapy and these professions become blurred and even abolished.
Since the beginning of our profession, occupation has been viewed as both a means and an end (Clark, 1917; Dunton, 1928; Gritzer & Arluke, 1985; "Occupational Therapy in the General Hospital," 1917; Quiroga, 1995; Upham, 1917) . Our uniqueness has been in the use of occupation as a curative or restorative force as well as in the view that enhanced occupational performance is the desired goal of therapy. These beliefs continue to be reflected in current official statements from within our profession. According to the AOTA (1997), occupational therapy practitioners use purposeful and meaningful activities in two ways: to restore underlying capacities and to develop meaningful occupations.
As I have talked with occupational therapy practitioners both here in North America and abroad, I have found that we indeed share an understanding of occupation, but that understanding often seems to be detached from what I observe in their daily practice. Our unique focus on occupation is not always obvious in practice.
Common Intervention Methods
To clarify what I mean, I will describe the intervention methods occupational therapy practitioners currently use in their everyday pracrice. The focal point here will be the characteristics of the activities in which clients are engaged. As I introduce the general activity types, the astute reader will no doubt think ofactivities that do not fall neatly within one of these groups. It may help, therefore, to begin by thinking of four continua (see Figure 3) .
The first continuum indicates that an activity may be more contrived or offered as exercise, or the activity may be more naturalistic and offered as occupation. The second and third continua indicate that the purpose and the meaning of the activity, respectively, may be generated more by the practitioner or generated more from within the client. Finally, the focus of the intervention may be more on remediation of impairments or more on enhanced occupational performance. These four continua can be used to evaluate the characteristics of any activity we might use as intervention. As I proceed to describe each of the major activity groups, certain key characteristics of the activities will move from left to right along one or more of the continua.
Exercise. The first group of activities I have termed exercise. The most salient feature of this type of activity is that the client is engaged in rote exercise or practice. The activity may have a purpose or goal, but more often than not, the purpose originated with the practitioner and not the client. In all probability, therefore, the exercise has little or no meaning to the client. Finally, the focus of the exercise is on the remediation of impairments. Examples of exercise include having the client draw a series of straight vertical lines on lined paper to develop eye-hand coordination, stretch Thera-Band® I or lift weights to develop strength, or stack cones to develop reach.
Contrived occupation. The second group of activities I have termed contrived occupation. Contrived occupation includes exercise with "added purpose" and occupation with a "contrived" component. Again, there may be a purpose or a goal, but if there is, the purpose most likely originated with the practitioner and not the client. Because the purpose originates with the practitioner, the meaningfulness of the activity to the client remains minimal. Finally, as with exercise, the focus is on the remediation of impairments.
Exercise with added purpose is exercise embedded in an activity in which both task objects and any potential meanings or purposes are contrived. One example would be to have a woman practice picking up golf balls from the floor with a reacher and placing them in a nearby bucket. Another example would be to have a man place cones on a shelf, telling him that he should pretend that they are glasses and that he is putting the dishes away. The key element is that golf balls and cones have little relevance to the actual tasks that are being simulated.
In occupation with a contrived component, the objects are real and not simulated. Having a boy pound nails into [Thera-Band Products, The Hygenic Corporation, 1245 Home Avenue, Akron, Ohio 44310.
july/August 1998, Volume 52, Number 1 a board, encouraging him to pretend that he is going to build a birdhouse, is one example. The objects are real and relevant to the practitioner-specified purpose, but there is to be no real birdhouse. Asking a girl to throw bean bags at a target without her engagement in a game is another example. In both of these examples, the purpose and the meaning have been contrived; they are more those of the practitioner than they are those of the children.
Therapeutic occupation. The third group of activities I have termed therapeutic occupation. A critical characteristic of therapeutic occupation is that the client actively participates in occupation. They are activities the client identifies as purposeful and meaningful. And, to the greatest extent possible, the occupational performance is naturalistic and contextual. The client performs the activities using real objects in natural environments. The focus of therapeutic occupation remains on the remediation of impairments.
An example of therapeutic occupation would be to use graded occupation to treat impairments of balance or reach.
For example, Lillian loves to read. She has expressed concern that she is experiencing difficulty maintaining her balance while reaching for objects, including books, from shelves. Together, we decide ro go ro her library and work on her problem areas. By progressively grading the task in terms of the challenges to her balance or the extent of reach required, engagement in an activity that has purpose and meaning ro the client can be used to remediate her underlying impairments that are limiting her occupational performance. As her underlying abilities improve, she can begin to retrieve from or return to higher shelves books that are heavier. Another example of therapeutic occupation involves direct intervention of impairments in the context of occupation. Here, the occupational therapy practitioner might work on social abilities while a group of adolescents make a cake for one of their mothers. Or the practitioner might attempt to remediate anentional deficits as the person engages in a favored card game.
Adaptive or compensatory occupation. The final group of activities I have termed adaptive or compensatoi)' occupation. As with therapeutic occupation, a critical characteristic is the client's active participation in occupations that are chosen by the client. Again, the activities are purposeful and meaningful to the client, and the occupational performance is naturalistic and contextual. In fact, the major distinction between adaptive occupation and therapeutic occupation is that adaptive occupation is focused on improved occupational performance and not on the remediation of impairments. When we use adaptive occupation, we provide assistive devices, teach alternative or compensatory strategies, or modifY physical or social environments. No anempt is made to remediate the underlying impairments.
An example of adaptive occupation might involve engaging Roy, who has lung cancer and resultant low
The American Journal ofOccupational Therapy endurance, in a desired grocery shopping task. While he is shopping for his needed groceries, the occupational therapy practitioner would use education to teach him alternative ways to manage his shopping. One strategy might be to teach him to put only a limited number of items into a bag. Another might be to teach him to use a cart to transPOrt his groceries. The key characteristic of adaptive occupation is the use of adaptation to alter or change the activity so that the client can perform it successfully (Mosey, 1986) . The goal is not to improve Roy's endurance.
Legitimate Activities for Occupational Therapy
What then are the legitimate activities for occupational therapy? Kielhofner (1997) has argued that the emerging paradigm of occupational therapy requires that we recognize occupation as the level of intervention. I believe that this should be true whether the intervention involves engaging the person in therapeutic occupation for purposes of remediation or engaging the person in adaptive occupation to direcdy enhance occupational performance. Certainly, if we tie current practice to our philosophical base, then the clear emphasis must be therapeutic occupation and adaptive occupation. At the same time, we must heed Spelbring's advice and return exercise and most of our use of contrived occupation to their legitimate "owners."2
We do not like to think that what we are doing is nOt legitimate occupational therapy. But, whether we want to admit it to ourselves or not, there are still many occupational therapy practitioners here in the United States and internationally who continue to emphasize the use of exercise or contrived occupation to remediate impairments, justifYing their programs to themselves and others by stating that their uLtimate goal is improved occupational performance. We are challenged to ask ourselves, how are these programs any different from those of physical therapy, neuropsychology, and others?
Conceptualizing an Occupational Therapy Intervention Process Model How can we make the philosophical foundations of our profession a reality of everyday practice? I believe that we do that by uniting practice and theory in an occupational 2{ believe rhar rhere is some jusrificarion For rhe occasional use of conrrjved occuparion, especially wirh diems who lack morivarion or who are roo FearFul ro engage in acriviries rhar we mighr believe are more relevam ro rheir daily liFe needs. In rhis case, group, crafr, or play and leisure acrivjries may be used early in rhe inrervemion in an arrempr ro facilirare rhe diem's acrive parriciparion and ro increase morivarion. The diem may inirialJy "go rhrough rhe morions" of implemenring rhe rask perFormance, bur his or her sense of purpose and meaning in relarion ro rhe acrivity likely is 111inimal. The hope is rhar purpose and meaning will emerge. If, however, rhe use of such acriviries has no apparent rherapeuric benefir, and rhe elienr remains unwilling ro engage in occuparion, rhen perhaps we should rurn rhe incervemion over ro orher professionals whose Illerhods and focus may be more appropriare.
framework. That is, we must conceptualize and implement practice in a manner that explicitly ties what we do to our unique focus on occupation as a therapeutic tool. If we are to remain a viable profession and avoid the risk of being viewed as redundant, we must continue the move away from the mechanistic paradigm and reconnect to our philosophical foundations.
In me remainder of mis lecture, I will propose me Occupational Therapy Intervention Process Model as a structure for realizing this objective (see Figure 4) . This model stresses me use of a top-down approach to evaluation. It also provides a framework to guide professional reasoning that leads to implementation of adaptive occupation for purposes of compensation as well as therapeutic occupation for purposes of remediation.
Establish the Client-Centered Perftrmance Context
The first step of the Occupational Therapy Intervention Process Model is to establish the client-centered performance context. The client-centered performance context provides the framework for understanding, evaluating, and interpreting the person's occupational performance. Occupational performance unfolds as a transaction between the person and the environment as he or she enacts a task (see Figure 5 ). Therefore, the person's motivational characteristics, roles, and capacities are just as critical as are the task and the features of the environment for providing the framework that is needed to understand why, and how, a person performs the tasks he or she does and why certain aspects of the task performance may result in the person experiencing difficulty or dissatisfaction. This view is in contrast to the view that defines the context as being limited to the environment or all that is external to the person (Christiansen & Baum, 1997; Dunn, Brown, & McGuigan, 1994; Haugen & Mathiowetz, 1995) .
Dimensions of the client-centered performance context.
The following interrelated dimensions defIDe the c1ient-centered performance context 3 :
1. The temporal dimension places the client's occupational performance within context of his or her past; present; and possibilities, priorities, and hopes for the future.
2. The environmental dimension includes the persons who are present, the objects that are present, and 3The dimensions included within the c1ient-centeted petfotmance context may be likened to what Chtistiansen and Baum (1997) tetmed perftrmance enablers. In fact, theit term, perfOrmance enablers, is preferred to the tetm perfOrmance components (AOTA, 1994b 4. The societal {institutional} dimension includes one's available community resources, relevant economic factors, and implicit or explicit rules and regulations, including medical precautions.
5. The social dimension includes one's connections and relationships with others as wel1 as the extent of collaboration that occurs between the client and others during occupational performance.
6. The role dimension pertains to the relationship between one's roles and the related col1ection of task performances that must unfold in a logical, timely, and socially appropriate manner. We must understand the person's perceived roles and any incongruities between his or her role behavior and the role behavior that is expected by society or desired by the person.
The motivational dimension pertains to one's values,
interests, and goals that give meaning to activity and provide a source of motivation.
8. The capacity dimension pertains to the clients's diagnosed condition and the broad clinical picture of his or her neurologic, musculoskeletal, cognitive, and psychosocial capacities and impairments we gain through our initial observations and interview with the client. These are the initial impressions we have of a client that begin to inform us about the client's potentials for change, delimiters to progress, and precautions we might need to consider during intervention.
9. The task dimension includes both the task to be performed and the constraints that define that task. The task constraints are a set of culturally defined task characteristics that result in shared recognition that "this" person is performing "this" task (Fisher, 1997c ). These culturally defined task characteristics specify me appropriate context, the tools and materials to be used, the norms or rules for the performance, and the necessary temporal order of the task actions. They are a component of what Nelson (1988) has called occupationalform. When a person does not enact me specified occupational form, we recognize such deviations as errors. Such errors may reflect inefficiencies in organizing time or space, inappropriate or unsafe object use, inappropriate actions that are irrelevant to me specified form, unsafe actions that place the person at risk, and so on. The important point here is that within the context of occupational therapy, we recognize "problems of per- formance" through the recognirion that some aspen of what we observe the dienr doing is "out of form."
Methods for establishing the client-centered performance context, Establishing the conrext begins wich an initial
referral and perhaps a chan review. Then we meet the dient. Through inrerview, observation, and the use of life stories (Clark, 1993; Kielhofner, 1995; Spencer, Davidson, & White, 1996) , we begin to construct the dienr-cenrered performance conrext. The use of structured inrerviews, such as the Occupational Petformance History Inrerview (Kielhofner & Henry, 1988) or the Canadian Occupational Perfotmance Measure (Law et aI., 1994) , provides a structure [Q gathering information and idenrifying che dienr's goals.
The meaningfulness and relevance of specific task performances to the dienr are of critical importance in the eval uation and inrervenrion process. Learning about the tasks that are most important to the person, the meaning of those tasks, and the nature of the conrexts within which those task performances are likely to be enacted requires taking the time and effort to establish the dienr-cenrered
The American Journal ofOccupational Therapy performance conrext. This step is critical, and it must occur, even under the pressures of COSt conrainment, reduced duration of care, staff cuts, and increased accounrabiliry. In fan, there is some evidence that taking more time, initiaJJy, [Q establish the dienr-cenrered performance conrext will result in overall outcomes being enhanced and overall COStS reduced (Bowen, 1996; Neisradr, 1995) . Consisrenr wirh a rap-down approach, ir is imponanr ro poinr our rhar we do nor begin ro formally assess rhe person's underlying capaciries and abiliries unri! larer (Fisher & Shon-DeGraff, 1993; Trombly, 1993) . Rarher, ar rhis srage in rhe evaluarion process, we consider only rhe person's diagnosed condirion and whar we learn rhrough informal observarion and inrerview.
For example, before I acrually mer Jim, I was aware rhar he had susrained a brain injury several years ago and rhar he was experiencing difficulry finding sarisfying employmenr. This informarion led me ro suspecr rhar he mighr have eirher physical or cognirive limirarions, bur if he did, rhey were unlikely ro change. My firsr conracr wirh him was by relephone. During our conversarion, I became aware rhar he has expressive aphasia bur rhar he is able ro communicare mosr of his ideas in a manner rhar I could undersrand.
Larer, when I mer Jim, I noriced rhar he does nor use his righr arm. He allows ir ro hang ar rhis side. As Jim and I began ro ralk, I quickly learned rhar he is bilingual-he knows borh American Sign Language and English. Jim cues himself visually, using sign language, when he has difficulry verbalizing whar he wanrs ra say. During our conversarion, I sensed rhar Jim has good comprehension and no major memory deficirs. He is ourgoing and appears ro have good social skills. Things he said also led me ro infer rhar he likely has good self-awareness and problem-solving abiliries. Bur a crirical fearure here is rhar I did nor formally resr any of Jim's capaciries. I did nor ask him ro move his righr arm. I did nor ask him ro rell me rhe meaning of a saying like "a rolling srone garhers no moss." I did nor ask him ra remember and repear number sequences or counr backward from 100 by 7s.
Insread, I learned abour his hisrory, his inreresrs, his values, and his goals. Jim is 28 years of age. He susrained a brain injury in an auromobile accidenr 12 years ago as he was driving ro diving pracrice. He had been a champion diver in srare comperirion. He has had occuparional rherapy and speech rherapy. He learned how ro use a variery of assisrive devices. He loves music and has raughr himself ro play borh acousric and elecrric guirar one-handed. When I asked him how he did ir, he said, "Pracrice, pracrice, pracrice." He wrires music, painrs, and composes poerry. He is currendy working on an album where his poerry will be ser againsr his music. He speaks poignanrly rhrough his poerry: (Cacc; awre, 1994) Jim is highly morivared ro work and earn an income so rhar he can live on his own, bur all of his pasr jobs have been low paying. He has worked as a companion for anorher young man wirh a brain injury. He rried working as a cashier, bur found rhe work roo srressful. He currencly has a job garhering cans from rhe parking lor of a large warehouse depanmenr srore. He has good work skills; he is friendly, on rime, and able ro carry our rourine sequences. He has a small T-shin company. He uses a compurer ro design rhe graphics and adds his own words. Jim wanrs ro be a graphic designer, bur he Jacks rhe needed skills. He wenr ro a local communiry college ro srudy graphic design bur did nor complere rhe final course in English as ir was roo difficulr. He did nor earn rhe degree.
He says abour himself, ''I've adapred-I rake a 'don'r worry, be happy' anirude." He has mainrained hope, bur srill he is concerned abour work and wanrs very much ra move our of his parenrs' home and live independen r1y in his own apanmenr.
Develop Therapeutic Rapport
As I ralk wirh Jim, I nor only esrablish rhe cliem-cenrered performance conrexr, bur also begin rhe crirical srep of developing rherapeuric rappon (Tickle-Degnen, 1995) . "Rappon is rhe process of esrablishing and maimaining a comfonable, unconsrrained relarionship of murual confidence and respecr berween a pracririoner and clienr" (Mosey, 1981, p. 96) . This is rhe beginnings of a collaborarive (consulrarive) parrnership berween Jim and myself rhar will conrinue ro develop rhroughour rhe rime we work rogerher (depicred by rhe lighrer gray line in Figure 4 ). Collaborarion wirh rhe elienr throughout the intervention process is required by rhe AOTA.'s (1994a) Code ofEthics. Effecrive goal swing and rrearmem planning demands rhe developmenr of a collaborarive parrnership berween rhe pracririoner and rhe clienr. The pracririoner brings ra rhis parrnership experrise relared ro available imervemion srraregies and knowledge relared ro poremial ourcomes. The diem brings his or her values, inreresrs, goals, and prioriries. If rhe collaborarive parrnership is ro be effecrive, rhere musr be open sharing of each orher's morivarions and rarionales (Bowen, 1996) .
IdentifY Strengths and Problems ofOccupational Performance
As I progress downward and narrow rhe focus of rhe evaluarion, I idemify rasks rhar are currenrly supponing or hindering Jim's role behavior. Task performances rhar supporr Jim's role behavior are Jim's srrengrhs. Those rhar he experiences as problemaric or rhar hinder his role behavior are his problems of occuparional performance. In rhe process of narrowing rhe focus of rhe evaluarion, I remain alen ro poremial discrepancies berween my esrimarion of Jim's poremial problem areas and rhose acrually idemified by him. I will include rhose rasks among rhose I will observe Jim performing. For example, Jim indicared rhar playing guirar is a srrengrh; I wanred ro verify his abiliry. I suspecred rhar preparing meals rhar are nor ready made may pose a problem, even though Jim did nor idemify cooking as a problem area. I also wanred ro know more abour his com purer and graphic design skills.
Implement Performance Analysis
As I proceed downward to the next step of the evaluation process, I implement a perFormance analysis (Fisher, 1997a (Fisher, , 1997d . PerFormance analysis is defined as the observational evaluation of a person's task perFormance to identify discrepancies between the demands of a task and the skill of the person. The person's problems and strengths are described in terms of the quality of the goal-directed actions that comprise the occupational perFormance, not the client's underlying capacities and impairments. PerFormance analyses should nor be confused with task or activity analyses, which are intended For purposes of identifying the underlying impairments that limit occupational perFormance or the inherent therapeutic value of a task For remediating those impairments (AOTA, 1993; Hagedorn, 1995 Hagedorn, , 1997 Llorens, 1993; Trombly, 1995b; Watson, 1997) .
Implementing a performance analysis requires that we observe the quality of the transaction berween the client and rhe environment as the client performs a rask that is familiar, meaningful, purposeful, and relevant. The Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) (Fisher, 1997b) is a standardized performance analysis. The perFormance analysis also can be accomplished through informal observation of a person's occuparional performance.
Because I used the AJvlPS to evaluare Jim, I will describe a few of its key Features. The AMPS skill actions are small units of the enactment of a daily liFe task. An important feature of the skill actions is that they are goal directed. Most Frequently, the goal of the A1V1PS skill aerion pertains to an aerion or step embedded within the overall task performance-reaching For and Lifting the jar from the shelf or gathering the lettuce to the table. For other AMPS skill actions, the goal pertains more to the overall task performance-heeding the client-specified goal (i.e., the client's doing what the client said he or she would do) or sequencing the steps of the task in a logical manner such rhat the person-environment transaction unfolds as a coherent and recognizable routine.
An important feature of scoring an AMPS observation is that no judgment is made regarding the person's underlying capacities. That is, a person may be assigned a low score on the AMPS skill action Sequences for reasons orher than decreased sequencing capacity. Similarly, a high score on the AMPS skill aerion Lifts would not necessarily mean that the person has good lifting capacity. Because the A1V1PS is a test of the quality and eFfectiveness of a person's occupational performance (and not underlying capacities), the person is scored on the basis of what was observedthe transaction of the person with the environment as he or she performs a Familiar and chosen task. More specifically, the quality of the performance is what is graded, not the "quality" of the person's underlying capacities nor the "quality" of the environmem or task objects with which the person interacts. Those judgments are deFerred to the interpretation stage (i.e., Clarify or Interpret Cause), where the practitioner uses proFessional reasoning and perhaps further assessment to determine person, environmental, task, or sociocultural Factors that may be limiting perFormance.
Define ActioJ1S ofPerformance That the Person Cannot Perform Effectively
Having observed Jim perform tasks, I proceed to define the actions that he can and cannot perForm effectively. When I implemented an inFormal perFormance analysis and observed Jim set up and play his guitars, I learned that he is able to do so and, indeed, he is able to play very well using a hammer and "draw" method. When I used the AMPS and observed him prepare toast and coffee, I learned that he is able to liFt, transport, and grip task objects effectively. He chose and used appropriate tools and materials, and he heeded the goal of the client-specified task. He had moderate difficulty, however, with effeerively stabilizing the toast while buttering it, organizing his workspace, and adapting to problems he encountered during his task performance. Plans are under way to evaluare Jim's computer and graphic skills.
ClarifY or Interpret Cause
Having identified the actions that Jim cannOt perform effecrively, I proceed to clarify or interpret the underlying cause of his ineffective performance. In Jim's case, the underlying cause was obvious. He has hemiplegia, and, during his task perFormance, he did not use any of the many assistive devices he had received earlier in his rehabilitation. Part of clarifying rhe cause of Jim's ineffective perFormance, however, will be to inquire as to why he did not use any assistive devices.
In other cases, as we seek to undersrand rhe underlying cause of a person's ineffective occupational perFormance, we can think in terms of impairments (e.g., John cannot pur his arm into the sleeve of his shirt because of limitations in range of motion at rhe shoulder). We can think in terms of physical environments (e.g., Mary cannot reach the glasses from the cupboard shelf because they are too high). We can think in terms of social environments (e.g., Steven does not finish his school work tasks because the classroom environment is noisy and chaotic). We can consider societal constraints (e.g., Lillian must not bend her hip beyond 90° and reach to put on her shoes because of total hip precaUtions). And fll1al1y, we can consider societal expeCtations (e.g., Bill's work performance is nor acceptable because his low productivity affects company profits).
When the underlying cause is not clear, the occupational therapy practitioner may choose to implement further assessment. Selected practice models, such as the Model of Human Occuparion (Kielhofner, 1995) or the Ecology of Human Performance framework (Dunn et al., 1994) , provide conceptual structures for assessing characteristics of the person or the environment that limit and support occupational performance. Occupational therapy practitioners are never at a loss for tests of the person's underlying neurologic, musculoskeletal, cognitive, or psychosocial capacities. Finally, a wide range of environmental assessments also are available (Letts et al., 1994) .
Select Compensatory Model
Now that I have clarified Jim's problems and the reasons for his limitations, I am ready to select one or more intervention models. I select remedial models when I believe that restoration of underlying capacities will result in improved occupational performance. r select the compensatory model when r believe that remediation is unlikely to affect occupational performance significantly; when remediation will be "too costly in terms of time, energy, or money" (Trombly, 1993, p. 255) ; or when r am directed by legislation to focus on occupational performance and role behavior. I also can implement both model types simultaneously. Because I suspect that remediation will not benefit Jim, I select the compensatory model.
Plan and Implement Adaptive Occupation To Compensate for Ineffictive Actions
Once the compensatory model is chosen, the next step is to plan and implement adaptive occupation. The desired outcome is the design of adaptive occupation to compensate for the client's ineffective actions. Specific details have been published elsewhere (Duran & Fisher, in press; Fisher, 1997a; Trombly, 1995c) , but I will present an overview here so as to demonstrate the process of implementing the compensatory model. 4 Expand consultative partnerships. When we first meet a client and begin to develop therapeutic rapport, we develop a collaborative (consultative) partnership with the client. Once we know that we will be implementing adaptative occupation, we also must enter into shared consultative partnershipswith those persons who have access to needed information or who will be affected by the proposed changes. For example, members of the client's family who are living with him or her, or persons who will be providing the client with assistance, are important members of the consultative partnership.
Collaborative consultation, education, and adaptation. Once the members of the consultative partnership are 4-rhe compensatory model has been called the rehabilitation (compensatory) model by Ttombly (l995c) and the expanded rehabilitation model by Fisher (1997a) . In this lecture, I have chosen to call ir the compensatory model as the rerm rehabilitation implies physical restoration and remediation of impairments. When the compensatory model is used in isolation of the Occupational Therapy Intervention Ptocess Model, it includes all steps included in Figure 4 , except Selecr Remedial Model and Plan and Implement Therapeutic Occupation To Remediate Impairments (Duran & Fisher, in press; Fisher, 1997a) . identified, the practitioner implements methods of collaborative consultation (Fisher, 1997a) , education (teachinglearning) (Mosey, 1986; Trombly, 1995c) , and adaptation (Fisher, 1997a; Trombly 1995c) . Through collaborating with the client and his or her family, client-centered goals are established. Then, building on the development of collaborative relationships, the members of [he consultative partnership work together to propose and develop strategies for intervention that are based on the principles of adaptation. Finally, the members of the consultative partnership responsible for implementing the interventions are trained in how to do so on the basis of the principles of education. These persons may include the client, caregiver, service extender, or another professional.
Adaptation strategies. As I noted earlier, adaptation includes providing adapted equipment or assistive technology, teaching the client alternative strategies or compensatory techniques, and modifying the task or the physical or social environment. Marla uses a special keyboard and mouse to lessen the effects of repetitive motion. Jim has learned to tie his shoes one-handed. He has also taught himself how to play his guitar, using a one-handed hammer and "draw" method. Ken was taught to use lists to remember which of his many medications to take when. He uses a stool to sit and preach because one of his medications has caused peripheral neuropathy in his feet. Because of continued safety risk, Lillian requires standby assistance when standing and transferring to and from her wheelchair. For occupational therapists, who are experts in adaptation, the list of possibilities is endless.
Reevaluate for Enhanced Occupational Performance
Once the adaptations have been implemented, the client's occupational performance is reevaluated. We again use performance analyses to verify whether the client has met his or her goals. Finally, documentation of the effectiveness of our occupational therapy interventions is a critical step toward communicating the unique role of occupational therapy as well as justifying payment of occupational therapy services by health care payers.
Redefine Actions ofPerformance That the Person Cannot Perform Effictively
If the performance analysis implemented during the reevaluation results in the identification of additional problems, the actions the person cannot perform effectively must be redefined, and the cycle of clarifying the cause, selecting a model, and so on, is repeated.
Select Remedial Model-Plan and Implement Therapeutic
Occupation To Remediate Impairments
In the event that the occupational therapy practitioner judges the client to be a good candidate for remediation, the practitioner can select one of many remedial models july/August 1998, Volume 52, Number 7 (e.g., biomechanical, sensory integration). Activity analysis and synthesis (Mosey, 1986) are then used to design therapeutic occupations to remediate the person's impairments that are limiting occupational performance. Ideally, the practitioner reevaluates for enhanced occupational performance, documents changes in performance, and reenters the cycle if further intervention is indicated. If the remediation is not effective, or if recovery plateaus, the practitioner can abandon the use of therapeutic occupation and select the compensatory model.
Conclusions
I realize that we all face the ongoing challenges of changing health care. Many of you, especially those of you affected by managed care and prospective payment, will view what I say as idealistic. I disagree. I believe that my view is the more realistic one. As Karen Selley DeLorenzo (personal communication, March 15, 1998) has so dearly articulated, there will be reduced monies available for rehabilitation services. We will no longer have the luxury of providing intervention for as long as functional gains can be documented. Therefore, we must make every effort to enable our clients to achieve maximum gains within the limited time available. The only way to do this is to introduce adaptive occupation and consultation from day one. Remediation is time consuming, and there is gtowing evidence that remediation may have limited effects on functional outcomes.' These challenges also provide us with opportunities. In an environment where we are expected to provide quality service in less time, we face a critical need to communicate who we are, why we are important, and that what we do is unique. Case managers and teachers should be the primary targets of these educational efforts. We need to make a philosophical shift. We may need to let go of the type of thinking that is driven by a focus on remediation of impairments. Instead, we need to focus on what the person wants and needs to do and work with the person to enable him or 'I base rhis assenion on research rhar has nor demonsrrared a srrong enough relarionship between underlying impairmenrs and occuparional performance ro suppon rhe basic assumprion rhar if rhe underlying GIuse (i.e., neuromuscular, biomechanical, cognirive, or psychosocial impairmenrs) of limirarions in occuparional performance GIn be idenrified and rreared, rhen rhe effecrs will generaJize ro improved occuparionaJ performance (Berns pang, Asplund, Eriksson, & FugJ-Meyer, 1987; ]ongbloed, Brighron, & Sracey, 1988; Lichrenberg & Nanna, 1994; Pincus er al., 1989; Reed, ]agusr, & Seab, 1989; Sku ria, Rogers, & Sunderland, 1988; Teri, Borson, Kiyak, & Yamagishi, 1989) . I also make rhis assenion despire me facr rhar some researchers Oudge, Schechrman, Cress, & rhe FICSIT Group, 1996) conrinue ro claim srrong relarionships becween discrere physical performance measures and insrrumenral acriviries of daily living performance even rho ugh 75% of rheir obsel"ed relarionships were r < .50 « 25% explained variance) and 100% of rheir observed relarionships were r < .60 « 36% explained variance). Addirjonal evidence ro suppon my assenion lies in srudies rhar indicare rhar rhe effecriveness of remedial approaches may be limired (Benedicr er al., 1994; Ferrers & KJuzik, 1996; Hutzler, Chacham, Bergman, & Szeinberg, 1998; Kaplan, Polarajko, Wilson, & Faris, 1993 ; Law er aJ., 1997; Nakayama, ]0rgensen, Raaschou, & Olsen, Neisradr, 1992) .
The American journaL ofOccupationaL Therap)1 her to perform tasks that are meaningful to the person and in a manner that brings satisfaction. This means that we need to rethink what is really important from the perspective of the person--occupational performance or his or her impairments. We need to rethink the evaluation process, using a top-down approach that focuses on occupation. We need to revise our intervention strategies and focus more on adaptation, education, and collaborative consultation and less on remediation. Focusing on occupational performance instead of remediation does not mean that remediation will not occur. The man who built the radio developed better strength and coordination even though that was neither his goal nor mine. Restoration of self-esteem, interests, and values also can, and should, occur through participation in adaptive occupation. When we do focus on remediation, we need to tie our interventions to our philosophical base through the application of therapeutic occupation. And, although I have said little about it during this lecture, I will add that we need to recognize the need to set goals and document efficacy in terms of occupational performance and not impairments or performance components.
Are you prepared to heed Jim's final words? (Cacciarore, 1994) ...
